
Professor Peale finishes reading the section of the dream journal. He takes the gloves 
off of his hands, and delicately places them in H.F’s outstretched hands. H.F walks the 
gloves over to his bucket and drops them inside. H.F. then starts working the pulley 
above his head, moving a fresh pair of gloves over to where the Professor is.  
 

Peale: 
And that concludes this section of the journal. As we continue, I will recommend this to 
all of you: If you think you’re losing grip on what is real and what isn’t, you should prick 
yourself. Just a little prick, enough to remind you that this is the real world. 
 

Dame: 
Through one of the speakers. You’re a big enough prick already. 
 

Peale: 
Ahem. As I was saying, you only need enough to ground you in reality. A little bit of 
pain should be enough. 
 

Dame: 
Through the other speaker. Listening to you speak is enough pain for these people! 
 
Peale motions for H.F, who starts looking for the speaker in the cabinets. He gets to 
one cabinet, and a trap door opens revealing Dame Contrarian. She sprays H.F. right 
in his eyes. Dame has a megaphone with her. 
 

H.F.: 
Goddamn it! Runs over to the bucket and tries to wash his eyes out in the water. 
 

Dame: 
Through the megaphone. Professor, end this travesty and let this audience go. They 
should not be subjected to your perversity anymore. Boycott Peale, good people!  
 

H.F: 
To the audience while working his way through them individually. Stay in your seats. If 
you don’t leave, I’ll whip it out, I’ll even let you touch it, if you want. No, no! It’s not a 
cock joke! It’s a hunch joke! 
 

Dame: 
Peale’s abortions have gone on for too long! No more blood and guts theater! We should 
only have plays with singing and dancing, where everyone is smiling and happy all the 
time. Nothing like these awful displays of depravity by this troglodyte, this parasitic 
worm on the intestine of society. And the awful things that he does to cats! It makes my 
skin crawl to think of him getting anywhere near Bootsy, Mittens, Floppsy, Streaky, 
Bruce, Parker, Fluffy, Muffin, Snowball…  
Dame continues to name cats, but Sissy pushes the trapdoor the other way, revealing 
her and hiding Dame behind the trapdoor. Sissy grabs the megaphone. 
 



Sissy: 
Good people, don’t listen to my sister. Things aren’t always black and white. As soon as 
Thesbes stepped forward from the chorus and spoke the first monologue in History, there 
were people in the audience who said “I could have done that better.” We choose to love 
or hate everything. But it’s important that you make that decision yourself, don’t let 
anyone else make it for you. And Ollie, I choose to love your show. 
 

Dame: 
Ollie?! 
 

Sissy: 
Ollie, it’s a wonderful show. A little self-indulgent, sure, but I still loved it. That’s what 
matters. 
 

Dame: 
Shoves the trapdoor over Sissy and snatches the megaphone. Peale, mark my words. 
This not over between us. 
 

Sissy: 
Shoves the door over Dame again and snatches the megaphone.Ollie, mark my words. 
Mouths “I Love You” to him. 
 

Dame: 
Shoves the door over Sissy and snatches the megaphone. Peale, you will rue the day that 
you ever exposed yourself. Sissy giggles. You know what I mean! Know this, “Professor”. 
I will fucking murder you. Your entrails will be the tinsel on my Christmas tree. And 
Bootsie and Mittens and all their little kitty friends will use your corpse as a scratching 
post.  
 

Peale: 
That’s really uncalled for.  
 

Dame: 
Fuck you in your stupid mouth, Peale. Knocks things off of the shelf around her. Fuck 
your mouth. 
 
The trapdoor closes. H.F and the Professor look at each other and look at the rubble. 
Peale looks at the Dream Journal, then resolves himself to press on. 

Peale: 
Ahem. So, as I was saying, it’s important to remind yourself what is real and to not get 
lost in the world that we present you. Now, we’ll continue our look at the journal, with 
this brief interlude from the mind of Jekyll. 
Peale grabs a pair of gloves off the pulley system above his head, and delicately pulls 
them on. He claps his hands, and the next scene begins. 
 


